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by Eric S. Hadik 

Crypto Corrections Complete 
Bitcoin Cycle Lows Fulfilled 

 Sept. 5, 2017:  Bitcoin rallied into late-Aug. but 

maintains the potential - based on a consistent ~60-
degree/day cycle - for a subsequent low in mid-Sept., 

before a surge into mid-Nov. and potentially into the first 
half of Jan. 2018.  

 Bitcoin fulfilled multi-year anniversary cycles and a 
combination of a 7-Year Cycle & a 3.5 Year Cycle low-low-low-(low) Cycle Progression when it bottomed in 

mid-July 2017 and has since entered a larger-degree advance that could move ~180 degrees in time (~6 
months) and price (low - high) if it rallies into January 2018.  As Middle East & oil cycles turn more bullish, 
could geopolitical uncertainty contribute to a new rise in crypto-currency? 

 The following is a recap of recent, related analysis - compiled to bring newer readers up to speed on 

this overall discussion for a major Currency War in 2017 - 2021... 

Outlook 2017-2018 
GaME-Changer Update 

 08-30-17 - Even though I emphatically caution against trading various correlations, I do not ignore their 

existence or deny their importance.  That applies to inter-market correlations (e.g, „if interest rates do this, 

then equities should do that‟) and to specific fundamental/market correlations (e.g. Middle East turmoil trig-

gers oil price increases). 

 One of the more intriguing aspects of cycle analysis is when certain markets, that often hold to general 

correlations, provide advance clues to corresponding fundamental events.  It is another form of ‟casting their 

shadows before‟ with market cycles pinpointing when corresponding fundamental events are more likely.  

“...Let us run with patience the race that is set before us.”   Hebrews 12:1 
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 Such could be the case in Sept./Oct. 2017.  

Before elaborating on those expectations, a cou-

ple ground rules should be re-stated: 

 1 - It is primarily during the accelerated 

market moves that these correlations apply.  As 

a result, the Major cycle highs and lows rarely 

coincide with the time when related fundamental 

events occur. 

 Instead, the confirming fundamental events 

usually occur during the ‘3’ wave advance (or con-

trasting ‘C’ wave decline) - when a market is accel-

erating into an unmistakable trend.  That is ex-

pressed in the oft-quoted Axiom of Market Correla-

tion. 

 A prime example of this, at least an anticipated 

example, is in Gold.  Gold was projected to set a 

major, multi-year low in late-2015 and a subsequent 

secondary low (which could also hold for multiple 

years) in late-2016.   

 In between, the first half of 2016 was forecast 

to see Gold’s first ~6-month advance in several 

years. 

 When Gold fulfilled those expectations, it lent 

increasing credibility to the overall outlook for 2016--

2019, when a new bull market had been anticipated.    

 The January 2017 INSIIDE Track illustrated the 

general outlook for 2017, with Gold expected to ex-

perience a 3 - 4 month rally to begin 2017 and then 

pull back into mid-year...   

 Gold followed that scenario & began 2017 with 

a 3 - 4 month rally.  It then retraced into mid-2017, 

when the ’2’ of ’III’ wave low was expected.   

 That has led to the next phase of an unfolding 

advance - the ‘iii’ of ‘3’ of ‘III’ wave rally (see page 

8), an advance of one lesser degree than the one in 

1Q 2017.  That will likely yield to a smaller & shorter 

pullback into decisive cycles in Sept. 2017... 

Gold, Oil & Middle East II 

 2 - Synergy is the key.  It is the convergence of 

analysis in other markets and cycles in other are-

nas, however, that has captivated my attention.  Oil 

& the Middle East are two of those...   

 For the past 2 - 3 years, the overall outlook for 

Crude was to set a Major, multi-year bottom in early

-2016 and then undergo a 1 - 2 year bottoming 

process until a secondary low was/is expected - in 

2Q/3Q 2017.   

 As repeated constantly since early-2016, 

longer-term cycles would not begin to turn bullish 

until Sept./Oct. 2017 - the same time that Middle 

East cycles collide. 

 The energy complex has adhered to this out-

look and Crude is setting the stage for a more sus-

tained advance in the coming months.   

 Unleaded Gas & Heating Oil are leading the 

way, turning their weekly trends up in July & con-

firming a multi-month bottom.  They provided a text-

book pullback into mid-August and then resumed 

their advances, adding focus to the expected upturn 

in diverse cycles projected for Sept./Oct. 2017.   

 The July 29, 2017 Weekly Re-Lay synopsized 

this action: 

“At the same time, Unleaded Gas & Heating Oil 

- which remain stronger than Crude - pulled back to 

test their daily trend support as well as their month-

opening highs (resistance turned into support) and 

then resumed their uptrends. 

That provided another opportunity for them to 

turn their weekly trends up, which they have now 

done.  While that has additional bullish implications 

for the coming 1--3 months, it also pinpoints the 

likely time (next 1--2 weeks) for an initial high.   

Hadik’s Axiom of Market Correlation 

 “Markets only follow other markets when the lead 

market is going parabolic or is in an extreme phase.  

Also, correlations are only effective when you can be 

CERTAIN of the current focus of traders.”   

Tech Tip Reference Library 
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ISRAEL’S SEPTEMBER CYCLE 

In the past, the uncanny repetition of September Middle East (usually Israel) events has been documented.  It 

is intriguing since the beginning of the Jewish calendar takes place in September (Rosh Hashana), so it is a natu-

ral time for inflection points or events to be encountered. 

There is also a recurring 8-Year Cycle of Israel-related events, dating back to the 1960’s.  Most of them were 

directly related to attempts at or failure to achieve a lasting peace accord.  In Sept. 1969, Golda Meir met with 

Richard Nixon, regarding Israel’s suspected nuclear capability (and their refusal to sign the Non-Proliferation 

Treaty.  In 3Q 1977, Anwar Sadat and Menachem Begin began the steps toward a peace accord (that was signed 

a year later - also in September).  In 3Q 1985, there was a combination of events including Israel’s UN submission 

- attributing terror escalation to Yasser Arafat, Israel brokering the US/Iran arms deal & Israel’s withdrawal from 

Lebanon.  In Sept. 1993, the Oslo Accord (which Israel referred to as the Oslo War) was thrust upon Israel.   

In Sept. 2001, a series of PLO bombings in Israel (that spanned June - Dec.) intensified with multiple Jerusa-

lem bombings.  They preceded the attacks of 9/11 - which quickly escalated America’s involvement in the Middle 

East and her empathy toward Israel.  In Sept. 2009, Obama re-ignited the peace process, though the Sept. 20 - 

22, 2009 meetings were viewed as a failure.   

As for Sept. 2017, the US (Jared Kushner & company) have laid the groundwork for a new attempt at peace 
talks.  With respect to this potential, two repeating patterns should be kept in mind: 

1 - Previous talks have often coincided with reactive attacks from factions that are not in favor of peace. 

2 - Previous talks often reach some form of fruition in September of the ensuing year, focusing corresponding 

attention on Sept. 2018 - a complete 40-Year Cycle from the Camp David Accords (and a recurring 40-Year Cycle 

that includes the start of the Holocaust in 1938 and the initiation of the First Zionist Congress in 1898).  

As explained before, 2017--2019 (--2021) is the recurrence of an uncanny combination of cycles - up to 500 

years in duration - that focuses on the Middle East.  Will Sept. 2017 start the ball rolling?       IT 

The weekly trend pattern in Crude corroborates 

that - with a spike to ~51.80/CLV possible first.  This 

reinforces what is expected, from Sept. ’17 on. 

Consistent with longer-term geopolitical cycles, 

Sept. 2017 is expected to usher in a tumultuous time 

in the Middle East, potentially focused on Israel.  That 

has been discussed for two decades.   

Similar to the Jewish Year of 5761 (Sept. 2000--

Sept. 2001) - a complete 17-Year Cycle ago - the Jew-

ish Year of 5778 (Sept. 20/21, 2017--Sept. 2018) has 

been expected to escalate tensions surrounding the 

Middle East.” 

 The intriguing aspect of the oil complex is how 

all three markets - which often have conflicting cy-

cles due to seasonality and cracking - are projecting 

bullish movement in Aug./Sept. ‘17--Jan. ‘18.   

 In addition to already-discussed Crude cycles, 

Heating Oil has a 12-month/360-degree low (Jan. 

‘15)--low (Jan. ‘16)--high (Jan. ‘17)--high (Jan. ‘18) 

Cycle Progression projecting a peak in Jan. 2018.   

 Meanwhile, Unleaded Gas provided an over-

lapping 12-month/360-degree high (mid-‘13)--high 

(mid-‘14)--high (mid-‘15)--high (mid-‘16)--low (mid-

‘17) Cycle Progression inverting that cycle just as it 

timed the late-June 2017 bottom.  [**’Mid’ refers to 1 

- 2 weeks on either side of June 30/July 1.]   
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 A developing ~7-month low-low- (high?) 

Cycle Progression could also spur higher 

prices into January 2018.  Price action needs 

to validate that.   

 Could Gold, Oil & Middle East cycles all 

kick into a higher gear in Sept. 2017?    

US DOLLAR/INT’L CURRENCIES   

 08/31/17 - The Dollar Index briefly 

spiked below its 2 - 3 year low (91.88/DX), 

setting the stage for an initial 1 - 2 month low 

and subsequent rebound.  Combined with the 

negative monthly trend pattern, the Dollar 

could see some consolidation before ultimately re-

testing & violating that multi-year support.  95.20--

95.50/DX = initial resistance. 

 That adds further confirmation to the overall 

outlook for a multi-year advance from mid-2011 and 

from May 2014 into late-2016/early-2017 - before 

the Dollar would be primed for a serious decline. 

 The early-2017 peak perpetuated a 7.5--7.75 

year low-low-low-high (Jan. ‘94)--high (Jly. ‘01)--

high (Mar. ‘09)--high (Dec. 2016) Cycle Progression 

while peaking in the middle of the 2013--2021 time 

frame when a 40-Year Cycle-induced currency shift 

has been anticipated.   

 The Dollar could ultimately drop as low as 

87.40--89.70/DX as part of this overall decline. 

 The ideal time for the next 1--2 year low is in 

2Q 2018 - ideally in May 2018.  A low at that time 

would complete a 7-Year Cycle from the May 2011 

low and perpetuate a ~2-year high (June ‘10)--high 

(May ‘12 - highest monthly close)--low (May ‘14)--

low (May ‘16)--low (May 2018) Cycle Progression… 

 The Euro spiked higher after turning its 

monthly trend up (a lagging indicator), confirming a 

6--12 month bottom.  It exceeded 1--2 year resis-

tance & surged to weekly LHR levels at 1.1985 - 

1.2008/ ECU & monthly resistance (1.2020--1.2103/

ECU) before peaking.   

 It is trying to signal a top and could correct into 

late-Sept. - the latest phase of a slightly larger 8 - 

8.5 month high-high-high-low-(low) Cycle Progres-

sion.  The Euro has initial support around 1.1540/

ECZ & secondary support at 1.1280--1.1340/ECZ. 

The Yen did spike up to multiple weekly LHRs 

- at .9247--.9300/JYU - before setting a peak.  It 

quickly reversed lower and was/is expected to drop 

into Sept. 8/11, the latest phase of the ~60-degree 

cycle that last timed the July 10/11 low.   

More significantly, the latest peak fulfilled a 12-

month/360-degree low--high--(high) & a ~4-month 

low-high-high (August ’17) Cycle Progression.  It is 

positioned to turn its weekly 21 MAC down next 

week.     

 The BRITISH POUND set its highest weekly & 

monthly close in July 2017, three years from its July 

2014 peak and the latest in a ~12-month high-high-

high-(high) Cycle Progression timing intra-year 

peaks in June or July.  However, it needs a weekly 

close below 1.2822/BPZ to turn the weekly trend 

down and confirm a multi-month peak. 

 The CANADIAN DOLLAR remains strong and 

could rally as high as .8400/CD in 2017.   

 Its early-May bottom perpetuated a ~6-month/

~180-degree high-low-(low) Cycle Progression - that 

~60-Degree Cycle in Bitcoin 

mid-Mar. ‘17 

www.insiidetrack.com 
mid-May ‘17 

mid-Sept. ‘17? 

mid-Jly. ‘17 

mid-Nov. ‘17? 

Jan. ‘18? 
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projects a subsequent low in Nov. 2017 - 

and a ~12-month/~360-degree high-high-

(low) Cycle Progression.     That has since 

spurred a rally to new 2-year highs, further 

validating the 1Q 2016 cycle low.   

          www.insiidetrack.com 

[End Sept, 2017 INSIIDE Track excerpt] 

 9-05-17 - Bitcoin has powerfully validated 

monthly & multi-year cycles projecting a bot-

tom for July 2017.  If it is to perpetuate its ~60-

degree cycle, a subsequent low should take 

hold in mid-Sept. & usher in the dynamic por-

tion of the latest 3 - 6 month trend… at the 

same time gepolitical cycles intensify.   

 Once that is seen, a surge into Nov. ‘17 

would become likely and possibly lead to an 

ensuing high in Jan. 2018.  However, a com-

peting ~360-degree low-low-low Cycle Pro-

gression leaves open the potential for an as-

cending low in Jan. 2018.  The extent of a 4Q 

2017 surge should help clarify that. 

 Refer to the Weekly Re-Lay & INSIIDE 

Track for updated analysis.   IT 

                        www.insiidetrack.com 

January Highs & Lows 

Jan. ‘14 

Jan. ‘15 

Jan. ‘16 Jan. ‘17 

Jan ‘18? 

www.insiidetrack.com Bitcoin: 360-Degree Cycle 

Jan ‘18? 


